
 
 

       FROM THE ALUMNI DESK……… 

 
When I joined MBA, I use to Hear A new college jargon ‘Non-Commerce”, 
which was like a night mare for us for few days. Later on, I started analyzing 
that particular word and after a deep thought concluded that it’s an illusion. To 
make this point very clear I would like to produce this through the points 
mentioned below, so that everyone can understand it better. 
 
 
 
 
 
1)    Actually, there is nothing called Non-commerce. 
 We are living in an environment where everything is business; From Labor room to grave 
yard. Each and every corner of our life is filled with money but, in different quantity. Life is nothing 
but an art and science of structural management of money or its value. Then how can anyone be 
a non-commerce student on earth? 
 
2)    A new opportunity. 
 If something extra is served with something new, is it not an opportunity to enjoy? On the 
same line it is our prejudiced thinking to call our self or accept calling our self as non-commerce 
students. We are those people, who are interested in learning new and additional things along with 
what we already know. Education is all about learning new things. If we continue to read the same 
story, which we have already read, then what’s fun in it?  
 
3)    Non-Science / Non-Arts students around. 
  MBA is about gaining knowledge on Business Administration. Business doesn’t only mean 
computation of figures. Business is the art of enhancing value of Land, labor, Capital and 
organization. Being Arts graduate, we can manage people and other factors successfully by 
reaching them through customized way. Being science graduate, one can discharge his duty 
systematically and effectively through his/her scientific approach towards task. Be proud for 
having studied almost half of management skills and knowledge before joining MBA College. 
 
 4)    Debit /Credit!!! 
  Yes, I totally agree that you are new to this concept of Book keeping. But when you 
carefully read a basic book related to accountancy or other aspects, it’s nothing but recording the 
way in which money flows. If you go back and check your father’s diary, all these concepts very 
well exist but, in a crude format. Accounting is just a systematic/structured and formatted way of 
documenting financial records. If you start following one basic line, then you can overcome any 
of your lovely competitors around. 
                   Let me tell you, you can always hire an accountant for your office but don’t allow 
others to manage you. You always try to be the Best Manager by thinking beyond accountancy. 
                   One thing is very clear; you are much better equipped in an MBA Classroom when 
you are from other than commerce background. It may be new for you and repetition for others 
but mind you, no university will design a syllabus beyond life. All that we study in a classroom 
condition is directly related to our own life, be it Science, Arts or Commerce. If you know the 
basics of life nothing looks new. So, better be a good reader and try to know the life little deeper 
work on gaining knowledge from all the corners & later when you look behind, nothing seems to 
be,new.

-Regards & Best wishes. 
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